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Episode 71:  “Pulse” -Written by JV Torres, Alex Olsen, and L.A. Bonet

>>>SCENE ONE

[intro music/sound of plane descending]

Air Traffic Controller: Air Queen, this is control tower one. Confirm receipt of the one o’clock NOTAM.

Oreb: Control tower one, this is Air Queen, confirming receipt of the NOTAM--requesting clarification. What is the

unidentified aerial phenomenon? This is Lord Jeremy Oreb of the High Council, access code

Delta-Epsilon-Alpha-Theta.

Air Traffic Controller: Access code accepted, Lord Oreb. The UAP is believed to be a swarm of aerial biological

entities. No further information is available.

Oreb: And you say they are one o’clock from our current position?

Air Traffic Controller: Affirmative. It is strongly advised you revise your flight path and head south.

Oreb: Copy that. [music intensifies/horror sounds rise in volume]

Air Traffic Controller: Air Queen, bank your aircraft the opposite direction. You are headed straight toward the UAP.

Oreb: But you just said to bank south of my position?

Air Traffic Controller: You banked north, Air Queen. You went the opposite direction.

Hemingway: [gasping as if just waking up] What? What’s happening?

Oreb: Damn it, I forgot south is north. I just made a stupid mistake, Peter.

Hemingway: Oh my God, there’s something strange up ahead. [pause] What is that?

Oreb: I don’t think anyone knows, and I certainly don’t want to find out. Hang on, Peter. We’re about to make a hard

bank. [sound of excelling jet engine]

Air Traffic Controller: Air Queen, you are now on the right course. Continue on your current trajectory. With any

luck, you’ll skid by the UAP.

Oreb: Control Tower, is the UAP in pursuit? [grunts] Hold. I see a bright light up ahead.

Air Traffic Controller: Air Queen, repeat. Did you say a bright light is ahead of you?

Oreb: There’s a--there’s uh---
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Hemingway: Jeremy, what’s wrong?

Air Traffic Controller: That’s a negative, Air Queen. There’s nothing ahead of you on radar. Confirm. What do you

see?

Oreb: Peter, you’re going to have to steer the plane for a bit.

Hemingway: What? Me? No, I can’t fly this thing.

Oreb: [grunts in pain] You’re going to have to--just for a few minutes. Just until I---

Hemingway: Wait, Jeremy! What? What do I do?

Oreb: Hold the yoke--the control wheel. Keep her steady--[grunts]

Hemingway: Ok, but stay awake, Jeremy. Jeremy! Hey-hey! [boom]

NEW KINGDOM RADIO THEATRE. <Commercial>

>>>SCENE TWO

[transition music]

Narrator: At the air base in New Eden, Prince Isaac and Gabriel waited near the tarmac. They were waiting for the

arrival of Lord Shelley’s plane. Their plan was to plant a bomb on the runway right before the plane landed. But there

was an unforeseen problem. Lord Oreb had been piloting the plane for most of the flight. However, Oreb’s injured

hand became infected and his body began to go into shock. That meant Lord Hemingway would have to complete

the flight and land the plane. But Hemingway had never landed anything before in his life. Their predicament became

dire, but one way or another, the plane would land. On the ground, Gabriel and Prince Isaac waited with anticipation.

[boom]

[intense music/slight wind]

Isaac: We’ve been out here for hours. How much longer do you think it’s going to be?

Gabriel: I have no idea. This was your crazy plan to begin with. [sighs] And we’re not even sure this is the right

airfield.

Isaac: Oh, this is the right place.

Gabriel: But how can you be so sure?

Isaac: Because this is the only base that has a tunnel that leads directly to the Grand Castle. My father will want Lord

Shelley whisked away to the castle as soon as she lands. And this would be the perfect place for that to happen.
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Gabriel: Well, you’ve certainly thought this through, Isaac.

Isaac: I’ve got an idea. How about you zap into the control tower and eavesdrop? This way you’ll know for sure when

the plane is going to land.

Gabriel: Huh. As if we can hang out and grab a bite at a diner somewhere. Or visit an Irish pub. No, we should stay

right here and wait this thing out.

Isaac: Well, now that you mentioned it, I am getting a little hungry.

Gabriel: Huh, hungry. Here, these are corn nuts. Pretty good, actually. Bon appetit. [boom]

>>>SCENE THREE

[transition music/thunder]

Beals: I take it you aren’t planning a big wedding ceremony. By the looks of your guest list, it should be a very small

affair.

Asilas: I was the king of the world. It’s pathetic, I know. It should be a worldwide celebration, but instead--

Beals: But instead many of your guests will be your concubines and servants. And no one in the press will cover it.

No magazine covers. No paparazzi. No pomp and circumstance.

Asilas: I never liked any of that stuff anyway. Not my style.

Beals: Well, there’s your silver lining. [laughs] Otherwise, you’d be pretty depressed right now.

Asilas: All that matters now is getting this prophecy thing over with.

Beals: Is that really how you feel?

Asilas: What I feel never really mattered, did it? What I really wanted, what I desired in my heart of hearts--none of

that ever really mattered in the grand scheme of things. Dr. Ezekiel was right. I’ve always been a pawn in a this

cosmic chess game. This crown I wear is a fraud.

Beals: Now don’t get hasty, Asilas. This brattiness is beneath you. You’ve gotten many things right. But you are not

God--simply just an instrument for the Creator to use.
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Asilas: Is that what you are, Beals? For once--just for once, be honest with me. Why do you do what you do? Why

did you go against the Creator? You were one of the, if not thee favorite among all his angels. It seemed you had all

the glory of heaven at your wing tips. Why would you go against him?

Beals: Why indeed. Well, this might come as a surprise or maybe not. But as humans were created in his image, as

were we all. And what does the creator want? He wants to be loved and worshiped. That’s the best I can surmise as

one of his creations. So, if he wants more of this, than I, as his creation also want more of this.

Asilas: So, you went against our Creator because you wanted more? You were greedy.

Beals: Aren’t we all greedy? Don’t we all want more? Isn’t that the reason we do what we do? Didn’t you always want

more? You wanted to be a general in the army. You wanted a beautiful wife and sons. You wanted to reunite your

country and ultimately you wanted to rule over that country. And you didn’t stop there. You wanted more and more

and even more. Look at you. You sleep with countless women--and you scorched your best friend Capone for all his

indiscretions.

Asilas: Stop! Don’t mention Quintin. I’m still finding it hard to believe he’s gone.

Beals: He was merely a reflection of who you really are, Asilas. He did all the things you loathe about yourself. He

lived out the things you only fantasized about. And much of what he did, you told him to do it. You are the evil one.

You did that to your friend.

Asilas: No! That’s not true!

Beals: It is true and you know it. You controlled that man’s mind. You inserted his sadistic thoughts, you planted

those perverted ideas in his head and he acted them out exactly as you instructed him to. And the beautiful part is he

never had a clue you were doing that to him. He thought he couldn’t control himself. He thought he was a sex addict

and tried to get therapy. But the whole time, you were the one making him do it. You are the evil one. You did that to

your friend.

Asilas: Stop it! Stop it! No! That’s not how it happened!

Beals: That’s exactly how it happened. Now, since we are being honest with one another, how about you admit your

faults? How about you say it, right here and right now--admit that you manipulated Quintin Capone to act out those

perversions. You made him do it because you were too much of a coward to do it yourself. He sacrificed his soul so

you could make some lame attempt to save your own. Ha! Some best friend you were.

Asilas: [crying] I’m sorry, Quintin. I’m so sorry I did that to you! My best friend in the world. I couldn’t control myself!

Beals: And what about now? Capone is dead. And here you are--completely unable to control yourself with all these

women. You’re sick, Asilas! You’ve always been sick! You’ve always been a pervert. You criticized the world for their

sinful ways and no one was a bigger pervert than you! Admit it now!
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Asials: Noooooo!

[“SONG”]

>>>SCENE FOUR

[transition music]

Narrator: In South Carolina, Lord Banks and Princess Monica remained in the second bunker. They were frightened

to open the door, as someone or something continuously knocked to be let in. They knocked on the door all night and

at daybreak, they were still knocking. Reluctantly, Lord Banks decided to open the bunker door. She was armed with

a military rifle. Behind her, Monica held a pistol, ready to shoot at whatever it was knocking on the door. Slowly, the

door opened. And to their amazement, on the ground, was JJ and Cody--and they were alive. [boom]

Lord Banks: Oh my God, Monica, help me get them inside. Hurry! [sound of dragging and grunts]

JJ: [grunts] Holy Jesus, thank the Lord you finally opened the door. I thought for sure at some point those demons

would come back. Or worse, those damn cannibals.

Monica: I’m so glad to see you! I thought you guys were goners.

JJ: [sarcastic] Yeah? Well, you both kind of left us out here for dead.

Lord Banks: It was my call. Monica tried to convince me to wait for you, but you guys just weren’t moving fast

enough. Those demons right on top of you. How did you even survive?

JJ: Hold on, I’ll tell you in a minute. Right now, we got to get Cody onto a bed or something soft. He’s really weak.

Lord Banks: Here. Let me check his pulse.

JJ: [agitated] Don’t touch him! He wouldn’t be in this condition if you hadn’t locked us out in the first place.

Lord Banks: You’re angry. Ok, I deserve that. If I were in your shoes, I’d probably be just as angry.

JJ: [sarcastic] If you were in my shoes? Please lady, you have no idea where I come from or what Cody and I have

been through. [grunts] There. Let me fluff up your pillow, Babe. Rest up, baby. You’re ok now.

Monica: JJ, I know this hasn’t remotely been the ideal honeymoon that you two deserve, but at least Cody is alive. At

least he has a chance, at least you can hold him–I can’t hold my… I can’t hold my baby. I know we’re all tired,

starving and scared out of our minds, but I am just sick of us bickering all the time. And personally, I am done being

scared. I’m tired of having no control over anything. I mean, I used to know what to do all the time. When I met

Jacob, I could play chess seven moves ahead and, I mean, I know how to fight. I know how to use a gun. I had my
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baby not too long ago and they were immediately taken from me. And ever since then a big part of me died. And I’ve

realized that I had been played like a fiddle for the Drax, after I had done all those atrocious, horrible things, I think I

have forgotten a time when I had ever had agency in the first place. I’m sorry for all the whining. And I’m tired of

being “the escort mission.” Whenever we get back to some semblance of normalcy, I will personally make sure you

two will be set for life. Cross my heart and hope to Alpha I die. And until then, I know what I have to do. I have to see

Jacob again. I have to try and make things right–even though there is no way I could possibly fix anything–and even

though it’s going to be too little too late, and even if he kills me the second he sees me–I wouldn’t blame him. But I

have to see him again. And secondly, I’m getting my baby back! And no one is ever going to hurt us again.

Lord Banks: JJ, I’m sorry, honestly.

JJ: Just…[hesitates] I don’t know. I need a minute.

Monica: Mom. Come here. Just leave them be.

Lord Banks: I’ll get the medicine box at least. We have to---[sudden pounding on the door] What the hell is that?

Were there more people out there with you?

JJ: No. It was just us out there. [pounding gets louder] Whatever that is, it’s pretty damn strong because that door is

solid metal. [pounding gets even louder] And it sounds like they’re going to bust through any minute.

Lord Banks: [hears demonic screams] Dear Lord. It’s the demons again. They must have been watching you or

something.

JJ: No time to try and figure it out. How many weapons do we have in here?

Lord Banks: We have lots and lots of guns here.

JJ: Good. We point our guns at the door and if they get through it, we unload everything we got at them. Are we clear

on that?

Monica: Loud and clear.

>>>SCENE FIVE

[transition music/faint sound of incoming plane]

Isaac: Gabriel! Look! It’s a plane--heading this way.

Gabriel: That’s got to be it.

Isaac: Got the hybrid c-4?
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Gabriel: Two bags of it. This is enough to blow up a dozen planes, honestly.

Isaac: Be careful! If you drop it, it’s lights out for us.

Gabriel: Trust me, I’ll only let these things go on that runway.

Isaac: Get ready. On my count, zap onto the runway and drop the packages.

Gabriel: [chuckles] Got it.

Isaac: Get ready. [music intensifies] On three. One. Two. Three. [warp] [sound of bags on ground]

Gabriel: [warp] Here it comes. Do you think we’re too close? Maybe we should move further back?

Isaac: Nah. We need to see this happen as closely as possible. We need visual confirmation that Wench is dead.

Gabriel: That plane isn’t coming in very cleanly.

[inside plane]

Oreb: [in pain] Keep her steady, Peter! She’s shifting from side to side and you can’t land like that!

Hemingway: I’m trying! I’ve never landed a plane before! Maybe you should get Lord Shelley to do this or one of the

Spartans.

Oreb: No time. Plus Shelley is sick again. Not sure what her issue is now. Keep your eyes on your instruments, not

the window! [grunts] That’s it. Bring her down nice and steady. You can do this!

Hemingway: We’re about to touchdown, please God let me land this thing!

[on ground]

Isaac: Why is the plane rocking from side to side like that?

Gabriel: Something’s wrong. I don’t like this at all.

[in plane]

Hemingway: [sound of alert beeping] What’s that? What the hell is that, Jeremy?

Oreb: [in serious pain] It’s telling you to level the aircraft. You’re getting too close to the ground and you’re not

completely level. Straighten her up now!
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Hemingway: [frustrated] Ugh!

[on ground]

Isaac: Here it comes!

Gabriel: Wait. The plane is not coming in straight. It needs to be right at the center of the runway.

Isaac: It touchdowned, but---it’s--it’s going off to the side! No-no-no!! [loud explosion]

[Outro music]
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